SS

Archaeology
Name ____________________________

1

Class __________________ Date ____________

Archaeologists search for objects called
_______ to teach us about other societies.
Circle the answer.

rocks

artifacts

antiques

units

2 Archaeologists study layers in the earth

called _______ that build up in sequence
with time.

fossils

strata

quarries

dunes

F

6 Who was the archaeologist that
discovered King Tut’s tomb?
a. John Lubbuck
b. Howard Carter
c. Jackie Ramses
d. Derek Roe

7 What is a mummy?
a. the grave of a king
b. a statue found in a tomb
c. a preserved body
d. a decoration on a pyramid

8 Pompeii is a city in Italy that was
3 What is an archaeological dig?
a. the place artifacts are stored
b. a tool used to find artifacts
c. a site that is being
excavated

Please
Sign
In or
4 What is an
archaeological
survey?
a.

preserved by volcanic dust. What is
the name of the volcano that erupted
on Pompeii?

Mt. Rome
Mt. Vesuvius
Mt. Everest

Sign Up to download
a list of people in all of the fields of
In what
year did a volcano cover
the printable version of9 this
worksheet
archaeology
Pompeii with volcanic dust?

b. a map of ancient civilizations found
in a library
c. the way archaeologists collect
information about a dig site

5 What is a shard?
a. a dig site where there are
no artifacts
b. a piece of pottery
c. an ancient monument

1997

1780

20 B.C.

10		Of what use is a sieve
to an archaeologist?

a. to clean dinosaur bones
b. to find gold in a body of water
c. to separate dirt or sand from
artifacts
d. to break apart strata
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Archaeology - Answer Key
Name ____________________________

1

Class __________________ Date ____________

Archaeologists search for objects called
_______ to teach us about other societies.
Circle the answer.

rocks

artifacts

antiques

units

2 Archaeologists study layers in the earth

called _______ that build up in sequence
with time.

fossils

strata

quarries

dunes

F

6 Who was the archaeologist that
discovered King Tut’s tomb?
a. John Lubbuck
b. Howard Carter
c. Jackie Ramses
d. Derek Roe

7 What is a mummy?
a. the grave of a king
b. a statue found in a tomb
c. a preserved body
d. a decoration on a pyramid

8 Pompeii is a city in Italy that was
3 What is an archaeological dig?
a. the place artifacts are stored
b. a tool used to find artifacts
c. a site that is being
excavated

Please
Sign
In or
4 What is an
archaeological
survey?
a.

preserved by volcanic dust. What is
the name of the volcano that erupted
on Pompeii?

Mt. Rome
Mt. Vesuvius
Mt. Everest

Sign Up to download
a list of people in all of the fields of
In what
year did a volcano cover
the printable version of9 this
worksheet
archaeology
Pompeii with volcanic dust?

b. a map of ancient civilizations found
in a library
c. the way archaeologists collect
information about a dig site

5 What is a shard?
a. a dig site where there are
no artifacts
b. a piece of pottery
c. an ancient monument

1997

1780

20 B.C.

10		Of what use is a sieve
to an archaeologist?

a. to clean dinosaur bones
b. to find gold in a body of water
c. to separate dirt or sand from
artifacts
d. to break apart strata
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